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and in the second track you get to hear the people talking 

inthe crowd in a way few other systems ever even 

approach. That's something truly special.

    Moving over to the Mi Buenos Aires Querdo album 

[Barrenboim et al, Teldec), there's a sense of the acoustic

that is both excellent and does not overshadow the 

musicians or the musicianship. Piano, accordion, and 

bass alike have a visceral, real quality that is the mark of 

true high-end full-range systems, but with the rhythmic 

tautness, speed, and temporal precision of a small sealed 

box. That's not only quite brilliant but is reflected in the 

number of tracks you play on each album. But more on 

that later.

    This album also exposes the lie about audio bottom 

eind. These are loudspeakers possessed of a hauntingly 

deep bass, as exposed by the bowed bass, and the left 

hand piano work. More importantly, it brings to the fore 

the humour and intellect of the musicians. Part of that 

seems to be an absence of distortion on an order of 

magnitude we so rarely experience in audio. The piano is 

something of an audio crucible, because almost all of us

know what piano sounds like live, and it rarely sounds like 

that through most audio systems. The Raidhos takes a 

leap closer, and that piano sounds more like the real thing 

in a room, at once from a dynamic, tonal, and timbral

sense.

     Another, personal audio torture test for bass is 

'Chameleon' by Trentemøller [The Last Resort, Poker

Flat]. This is ideal for testing whether a port is musically 

intrusive, but that test didn't jl.lst show up how well the 

'vented, sealed' concept works here (it notionally applies 

to everything from the D-1.1 on up, but this is where it 

gets to shine), it was one of those great audio moments 

that make the hairs on the back of your neck stand up.

    Wesseltoft and Schwarz' Duo [Jazzland] is another 

album that normally gets one track played and ended up 

staying on for the longest time, the treated percussive 

sounds and this time a different piano recording just

keep on coming. This percussion is more echo and pan 

than sitting in a 3D space, but it doesn't matter. The

sophistication of the sampled sounds, the precision of 

the soundstage, the dynamic range and the sheer 

absence of noise from which those sounds emerge sets a 

standard that some serious players in the audio world 

should heed.

    On the one hand, these speakers act as remarkable 

monitors. Everything the artists and engineers recorded is 

presented with seemingly no attenuation. 

If this was the known benchmark both in 

and out of the studio, we'd never hear a 

compressed recording again because that 

compression would be immediately and 

patently obvious. Yet, and this is the 

clincher, that studio-like quality does not 

come at the expense of the enjoyment or 

musicality the loudspeaker presents.

    This is one of those rare loudspeakers 

where  the job  of a reviewer  borders on 

sacrilege. I have to listen to tracks or even 

snippets of tracks on albums to highlight 

aspects of a recording. Those albums are 

like test instruments to me, and I can 

determine the integrity of tone with a 

piano or female vocal, the speed of bass 

with a synth tone, and so on. That usually 

means a track rarely stays on for more 

than about three minutes before the next 

test music sample gets played. That didn't 

happen here, simply !because turning the 

track off was an act of musical barbarism. 

Pick an album, play track one, intending

to listen to only that track. Five tracks 

later you are still mesmerised and 

reaching for the 'Stop' button is like 

disrespecting the music itself.

    Ithink that comes from the uncanny 

amount of detail playing here,or more 

accurately the absence of those 

loudspeaker-generated clouds of 

distortion and colouration normally 

experienced. Take soundstaging for 

example; the speaker has a good 

soundstage, of course, but it's absorbing 

and enveloping. You are one with the 

music through that soundstage in the way 

you don't normally get in audio. Tracks 

were played right through to the fade, and 

you hear things that are simply lost in the 

cones and domes of most loudspeakers. 

There were a lot more tracks played, with 

everything from the Rolling Stones to 

Rachmaninov, and in all cases the same 

outstanding performance






